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ABSTRACT
The privacy pass protocol allows users to redeem anonymously is-

sued cryptographic tokens instead of solving annoying CAPTCHAs.

The issuing authority verifies the credibility of the user, who can

later use the pass while browsing the web using an anonymous

or virtual private network. Hendrickson et al. proposed an IETF

draft (privacypass-rate-limit-tokens-00) for a rate-limiting version

of the privacy pass protocol, also called rate-limited Privacy Pass

(RlP). Introducing a new actor called a mediator makes both ver-

sions inherently different. The mediator applies access policies

to rate-limit users’ access to the service while, at the same time,

should be oblivious to the website/origin the user is trying to access.

In this paper, we formally define the rate-limited Privacy Pass pro-

tocol and propose a game-based security model to capture the

informal security notions introduced by Hendrickson et al.. We

show a construction from simple building blocks that fulfills our

security definitions and even allows for a post-quantum secure

instantiation. Interestingly, the instantiation proposed in the IETF

draft is a specific case of our construction. Thus, we can reuse the

security arguments for the generic construction and show that the

version used in practice is secure.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Cryptography.

KEYWORDS
Security and Privacy; Cryptography

1 INTRODUCTION
Rate limiting is a widely deployed mechanism [20] that is applicable

not only for paywall meters but also as protection against bots,

DDoS, and credential stuffing. The typical approach is to use unique

identifiers like IP addresses and geolocation data to keep track

of users. Privacy-conscious users will use proxy services, VPNs,

TOR networks, or other anonymization technology to protect their

privacy, which makes rate limiting a challenging task.

CAPTCHAs are an alternative approach to limit bot activity, and

service providers heavily rely on them in case of anonymous net-

work users. Privacy Pass [11] was introduced as a way to decrease

the burden on users in such a scenario. Users connect to an issuer to

receive tokens they can later redeem instead of solving CAPTCHAs.

Tokens are unlinkable to the issuing process, thus protecting users’

privacy. At the same time, they assure the service provider that a

valid user is connecting via the anonymous network. Unfortunately,

we cannot use Privacy Pass to provide functionality comparable to

rate limiting, since there exists no persistent identifier [36] of the

user. Thus, it can only be seen as an excellent replacement in the

CAPTCHA case. More precisely, as the issuing process is unlinkable

and there are no persistent identifiers, the issuer or any other party

cannot enforce rate limiting on users. Clients can also hoard tokens

and use them at once. A potential solution is to keep a state for each

client-origin pair to enforce limits, but keeping such a state on the

issuer’s side would break the client’s privacy. Therefore, the idea is

to introduce a new trusted party called a mediator, which will keep

this state and check it against specified policies. The mediator will

keep its database hidden from origins while at the same time being

oblivious to the origin that the clients are trying to access.

1.1 Technical overview
Hendrickson et al. introduced this idea and defined a protocol called

the Privacy Pass rate-limited token issuance, described in an IETF

draft [21].RlP allows service providers like Twitter and Instagram to

enable metered paywall [10] and prevent abusive behavior. Besides,

RlP also provides other applications such as geolocation-based

policy enforcement [17, 29]. The authors propose an instantiation

of the RlP protocol [21]. The protocol is claimed to be a modified

Privacy Pass issuance protocol that enables tokens to be rate-limited

per origin. The main difference between Privacy Pass and RlP is that

in addition to the client, the issuer, and the origin, RlP introduces a

new actor called a mediator. Figure 1 presents an overview of RlP
with the following steps executed by each party:

The client: on receiving a challenge from the origin, creates a RlP
request and later presents the token for access to the origin

service.

The origin: creates a challenge for the client and later verifies the

token presented by the client. It also directs the client to an

appointed issuer with whom it shares its secret keys for the

RlP protocol.

The mediator: verifies the authenticity of a client’s request us-

ing IP address, account name, or device identifier. It later

anonymizes the client’s request and relays information be-

tween the client and an appointed issuer. The mediator is

responsible for applying access policies defined by the origin.

The issuer: on receiving an anonymized request, issues a token

on behalf of the corresponding origin. It also anonymizes

the information on the origin to the mediator. Note that the

issuer can be implemented as part of the origin.

A RlP protocol must ensure unforgeability, client privacy, and origin

privacy. The first property states that clients can be rate-limited

and cannot circumvent the mediator’s policy check. Client privacy

is similar to what the standard version of Privacy Pass ensures, i.e.,

a collaboration between the origin and issuer should be unable to

link the issuance process to the client trying to gain access to the

origin. On the other hand, origin privacy should hide the origin
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Figure 1: High-Level Protocol Overview.

that the client is trying to access from the mediator. In their paper

[21], Hendrickson et al. only draft a sketch of the abovementioned

properties. Their construction is component-dependent and uses

specific schemes like RSA-BSSA and the key blinding property of

Schnorr signatures. Unfortunately, no formal security analysis is

available despite the protocol’s wide adoption.

In this work, we formalize the syntax and security properties

of a rate-limited Privacy Pass protocol and propose a generic con-

struction that we show is secure in that model. The key component

of our construction is a blind signature scheme playing the role

of the token, while other used primitives: key encapsulation, au-

thenticated encryption, and key blinding signatures, supporting the

confidentiality of the issuing process and persistent identifier. In

our scenario, blind signatures are treated as single-use and single-

attribute anonymous credentials. We analyze the IETF proposed

instantiation and show that it is a specific case of our generic con-

struction, and we can easily transfer the proofs to the IETF version.

As part of our analysis, we had to reformalize the key blinding sig-

nature notion to fit our needs, constituting a separate contribution

that can be of independent interest. We provide a more detailed

description of our contribution below.

1.2 Our contribution
Formalizing rate-limited Privacy Pass. We are the first to propose

concrete syntax and security definitions that capture the require-

ments of RlP. We establish robust security models for privacy and

unforgeability, accounting for realistic threat scenarios. We opted

for simplicity while providing the adversary with as much power

as possible. In particular, we allow for adaptive target selection,

and instead of allowing for dynamic key corruption, we provide

the adversary with all keys where it does not lead to trivial attacks.

The latter allows us to define privacy without a client corruption

oracle, simplifying the model.

Generic Construction. As a second contribution, we show that

there exists a protocol that fulfills our security model. Our construc-

tion is modular and only depends on the security of the building

blocks, which we show via standard security reduction without

relying on the random oracle model or other artificial models. This

approach makes a post-quantum secure instantiation possible when

using post-quantum building blocks.

Reformalizing Key Blinding Signature Scheme. One building block
of our generic construction is a key blinding signature scheme. This

primitive was proposed in [12] and received much attention as a

practical scheme [15, 35]. An essential property of this signature

scheme is that a blinded public key and all signatures produced

using the blinded key pair are independent of the unblinded key

pair. Eaton et al. attempted to formalize the security notation of the

key blinding signature scheme in [16]. Their proposed unlinkability

property requires the security experiment to keep the long-term

(original) public key secret. Achieving this property in real life is

hard since public information tends to leak. More importantly, such

a definition is incompatible with how the key blinding signature

scheme is used in the RlP protocol. Motivated by this, we reformu-

late their model and propose a concrete security definition that can

be applied to the RlP protocol. Concurrently, Eaton et al. in [14]

proposed a different version for the security models of the key blind-

ing signature scheme. At the same time, they provide a concrete

security analysis for ECDSA with key blinding. In parallel, the ran-

domizable signature scheme was proposed in [9, 18], which shares

several similarities with the key-blinding signature scheme. Their

security for unforgeability shares many similarities with ours. They

took a different approach to the unlinkability property, in which the

adversary only has access to a signing oracle but not the secret key.

Interestingly, it can be shown that our indistinguishability model

can capture this unlinkability notion via hybrid arguments. As part

of our contribution, we show that the Schnorr signature scheme

used in the IETF proposal [21] fulfills our definitions. Finally, we

also develop a new proving technique that tightens the security

loss for multi-agent primitives that use a key blinding signature

scheme as a building block. We then use this technique to show

that we can improve the tightness bounds for origin privacy under

certain relaxations.

Analyzing IETF instantiation. We analyze the security of the RlP
instantiation proposed in [21]. We show that this proposal is a sub-

case of our generic construction. Consequently, we can easily use

the analysis of our construction and provide concrete bounds based

on the security of well-studied component primitives. In the end,

we show that two out of three security properties for this instantia-

tion inherit a tight security reduction under strong corruption. For

origin privacy, the tightness depends on a multiplicative term of the

number of clients and origins in the system. We show that while

relaxing our security model, we can achieve tightness linearly in

the number of origins only.

2 PRELIMINARIES
Let _ ∈ N be the security parameter, and for integer 𝑛 we define

[𝑛] := {1, . . . , 𝑛}. We use uppercase letters A,B to denote algo-

rithms, and 𝑦 ← A(𝑥) denotes the output of A on input 𝑥 . For

a randomized algorithm A, we use 𝑦
$← A(𝑥). We write AB to

denote thatA has oracle access toB. We say a function is negligible

and denote it as negl(_) if it vanishes faster than any polynomial.

2.1 Hybrid Public Key Encryption
We present the generic base mode of Hybrid Public Key Encryption

(HPKE) in Figure 2 as in [2, 3, 26]. Below, we will define the proper-

ties of the key encapsulation mechanism, key derivation function,
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collision-resistant hashing, and authenticated encryption, which

are the building blocks of the HPKE and are required in our analysis.

We follow the widely adopted syntax for key encapsulation mech-

anism found in previous works [22, 31, 33]. To define the syntax

of the key derivation function and authenticated encryption, we

use the notions from [26]. It is worth noting that the referenced

syntax defines a key derivation function with respect to a hash

function for which we give a separate definition for collision resis-

tance. For completeness, we fully describe those building blocks

in the appendix. It is worth noting that the HPKE base mode is

proven to be IND-CCA-2 secure in [2, 26] while we only require

IND-CCA-1 since every AEAD key will only be used one time in

our constructions.

Sender Receiver

pk (pk, sk) ← KEM.KGen(1_ )

(ct, 𝑠 ) ← KEM.Enc(pk) ct

𝑠 ← KEM.Dec(sk, ct)

salt
$← {0, 1}_

prk← Extract(salt, 𝑠 )
𝐾 ← Expand(prk, info, 𝐿)

𝑐, salt
𝑐 ← AEAD.Seal(𝐾,𝑚)

prk← Extract(salt, 𝑠 )
𝐾 ← Expand(prk, info, 𝐿)
𝑚 ← AEAD.Open(𝐾,𝑐 )

Figure 2: Generic HPKE base mode.

Definition 2.1 (Key Encapsulation Mechanism). A key encapsula-
tion mechanism scheme KEM = (KEM.KGen,KEM.Enc,KEM.Dec)
consists of the following p.p.t. algorithm:

(pk, sk) ← KEM.KGen(1_) : A key generation algorithm that, on

input security parameter 1
_
, outputs a pair of public key and

secret key (pk, sk).
(ct, 𝐾) ← KEM.Enc(pk) : An encapsulation algorithm that, on

input public key pk, outputs ciphertext ct and a key 𝐾 .

{𝐾,⊥} ← KEM.Dec(sk, ct) : A decapsulation algorithm that, on

input secret key sk and ciphertext ct, outputs key 𝐾 or ⊥ if

decapsulation fails.

We say that a KEM scheme is IND-CCA secure via the advantage

function Adv if for all _, for any polynomial-time algorithmA, the

following holds:

AdvAKEM (1
_) := | Pr

[
IND-CCAAKEM (1

_) = 1

]
− 1

2

| ≤ negl(_),

with the experiment IND-CCA defined in Figure 3.

Definition 2.2 (Key Derivation Function). A key derivation func-
tion KDF = (H, Extract, Expand) consists of the following p.p.t.

algorithm:

𝑐 ← H(msg) : A hash function that, on input a message msg,
outputs its 𝑁ℎ-byte hash value 𝑐 .

prk ← Extract(salt, km) : An extract function that, on input

random value salt and (secret) key material km, outputs a

pseudorandom key prk.
𝐾 ← Expand(prk, info, 𝐿) : An Expand function that, on input

pseudorandom key prk, optional context info and length 𝐿,

outputs a pseudorandom key material 𝐾 of length 𝐿.

Collision Resistance: LetH be a family of hash functions from

{0, 1}∗ to the finite rangeR.We say thatH isCR if for any polynomial-

time algorithm A, the following holds:

AdvH,ACR := Pr

[
H(𝑥1) = H(𝑥2) H

$←H
∧𝑥1 ≠ 𝑥2 (𝑥1, 𝑥2) ← AH

]
≤ negl(_) .

Multi-key Pseudorandom Function: Let 𝐹 : K × {0, 1}∗ → R be a

keyed function with a finite key spaceK and finite output range R.
We say that 𝐹 is a (𝑛, 𝑞)-PRF if for any polynomial-time algorithm

A, the following holds:

Adv𝐹,A(𝑛,𝑞)-PRF :=

������Pr[A 𝑓1,...,𝑓𝑛 ] − Pr

𝐾1,...𝐾𝑛
$←K
[A𝐹 (𝐾1,· ),...,𝐹 (𝐾𝑛,· ) ]

������
≤ negl(_),

where 𝑓𝑖 : {0, 1}∗ → R for 𝑖 ∈ [𝑛] are perfect random functions

and A makes at most 𝑞 queries in total to the oracle 𝑓𝑖 .

For a key derivation function KDF defined as above, we bound

the advantage of KDF by:

AdvKDF,A(𝑞,𝑞)-PRF ≤ AdvExtract,A1

CR + AdvExtract,A2

(𝑞,𝑞)-PRF + Adv
Expand,A3

(𝑞,𝑞)-PRF .

Definition 2.3 (Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data).
An authenticated encryption with associated data scheme AEAD =

(AEAD.Seal,AEAD.Open) consists of the following p.p.t. algorithm:

ct ← AEAD.Seal(sk, 𝑛, aad,msg) An encryption algorithm that,

on input secret key sk, nonce 𝑛, optional addition data aad
and message msg, outputs a corresponding ciphertext ct.

msg ← AEAD.Open(sk, 𝑛, aad, ct) A decryption algorithm that,

on input secret key sk, nonce 𝑛, optional addition data aad
and ciphertext ct under the key sk, outputs the correspond-
ing plaintext msg or ⊥ if decryption fails.

We say that an AEAD scheme is IND-CCA secure if for all _, for

any polynomial time algorithm A, the following holds:

AdvAAEAD (1
_) :=

����Pr [IND-CCAAAEAD (1_) = 1

]
− 1

2

���� ≤ negl(_),

with the experiment IND-CCA defined in Figure 3.

2.2 Blind Signature Scheme
Definition 2.4 (2-move Blind Signature Scheme). A 2-move blind

signature scheme BS = (BS.KGen,BS.Blind,BS.PreSig,BS.Ext,BS.Vf)
consists of the following p.p.t. algorithms:

(pk, sk) ← BS.KGen(1_): The key generation protocol KGen out-

puts public key pk and secret key sk.
(msg′, aux) ← BS.Blind(pk,msg): The blinding is a probabilistic

algorithm that, on input the public key pk and a string msg,
outputs a blinded message msg′ and an auxiliary string aux.
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IND-CCAAKEM (1
_)

(sk, pk) ← KEM.KGen(1_ )

𝑏
$← {0, 1}

(ct, 𝐾0 ) ← KEM.Enc(pk)

𝐾1

$← K

𝑏′ ← AKEM.Decct (pk, ct, 𝐾𝑏 )
return 𝑏′ = 𝑏

IND-CCAAAEAD (1
_)

sk
$← {0, 1}_

𝑏
$← {0, 1}

(msg
0
,msg

1
) ← AAEAD.Openct

1

ct← AEAD.Seal(sk, 𝑛, aad,msg𝑏 )

𝑏′ ← AAEAD.Openct
2

(ct)
return 𝑏′ = 𝑏

KEM.Decct (ct′)
if ct′ = ct then : return ⊥
𝐾 ← KEM.Dec(sk, ct′ )
return 𝐾

AEAD.Openct (ct′)
if ct′ = ct then : return ⊥
𝐾 ← AEAD.Open(sk, 𝑛, aad,msg′ )
return msg

Figure 3: Experiments for HPKE.

𝜎′ ← BS.PreSig(sk,msg′): The pre-signing algorithm BS.PreSig
is run by the signer using secret key sk and blinded message

msg′ in order to produce a pre-signature 𝜎′.
𝜎 ← BS.Ext(𝜎′, aux): The extracting algorithm is run by the user

to convert a pre-signature 𝜎′ to a final signature 𝜎 .

{0, 1} ← BS.Vf(pk,msg, 𝜎): The verification algorithm takes as in-

put a public key pk, a message𝑚, and an extracted signature

𝜎 . It outputs a bit 𝑏, indicating the validity of the signature.

We say that a BS scheme is correct if for every _, for every

key pair (pk, sk) ← BS.KGen(1_), and for every message msg, the
following holds:

Pr


(msg′, aux) ← BS.Blind(pk,msg)

BS.Vf(pk,msg, 𝜎) = 1 𝜎′ ← BS.PreSig(sk,msg′)
𝜎 ← BS.Ext(𝜎′, aux)


= 1.

Definition 2.5 (Blindness). A blind signature scheme BS is blind

if there exists a negligible function negl(_) such that for all 1
_
and

all PPT adversaries A, the following holds:

AdvABlind (1
_) ≤ negl(_),

where AdvABlind (1
_) = | Pr

[
ExpBlindABS (1

_) = 1

]
−

1

2

| and the ex-

periment ExpBlindABS is defined in Figure 4.

Definition 2.6 (One-more unforgeability). A blind signature BS is

one-more unforgeable if there exists a negligible function negl(_)
such that for all 1

_
and all PPT adversaries A, the following holds:

AdvABS.OMUF (1
_) ≤ negl(_),

where AdvABS.OMUF (1
_) = Pr

[
ExpOUnfABS (1

_) = 1

]
and the ex-

periment ExpOUnfABS is defined in Figure 5. Note that ℓ is the num-

ber of queries to the BS.PreSig oracle.

ExpBlindABS (1
_)

𝑏
$← {0, 1}

(pk,msg
0
,msg

1
,Db) ← A(1_ )

(msg′𝑖 , aux𝑖 ) ← BS.Blind(pk,msg𝑖 ) for 𝑖 = 𝑏, 1 − 𝑏
(𝜎 ′

𝑏
, 𝜎 ′

1−𝑏 ) ← A(msg′
𝑏
,msg′

1−𝑏 )
𝜎𝑖 ← BS.Ext(𝜎 ′𝑖 , aux𝑖 ) for 𝑖 = 𝑏, 1 − 𝑏
If BS.Vf(pk,msg

0
, 𝜎0 ) = 0 or BS.Vf(pk,msg

1
, 𝜎1 ) = 0 then :

(𝜎0, 𝜎1 ) = (⊥,⊥)
𝑏′ ← A(Db, 𝜎0, 𝜎1 )
return 𝑏 = 𝑏′

Figure 4: Blindness experiment ExpBlindABS.

ExpOUnfABS (1
_)

(pk, sk) ← BS.KGen(1_ )
ℓ ← 0

{ (msg𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖 ) }ℓ+1𝑖=1 ← A
PreSig (pk)

𝑏1 ← ∧ℓ+1𝑖=1BS.Vf(pk,msg𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖 )
𝑏2 ← msg𝑖 ≠ msg𝑗 ∀1 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝑗 ≤ ℓ + 1
return 𝑏 = 𝑏1 ∧ 𝑏2

PreSig(msg)
ℓ ← ℓ + 1
return BS.PreSig(sk,msg)

Figure 5: Unforgeability experiment ExpOUnfABS.

3 KEY-BLINDING SIGNATURE SCHEMES
We formalize the notion of key-blinding signature schemes and the

corresponding security notions. Intuitively, this scheme enables

signers to blind their private signing key, generating each signature

using a signing key and blinding key independent of the signing key.

The scheme is required to be unforgeable and indistinguishable.

Definition 3.1 (Key Blinding Signature Schemes). A key blind-
ing signature scheme KB = (KB.KGen,KB.Sign,KB.Vf,KB.PKBlind,
KB.SKBlind,KB.BlSign,KB.Unblind) consists of the following p.p.t.
algorithm:

(pk, sk) ← KB.KGen(1_): A key generation algorithm that, on in-

put security parameter 1
_
, defines a key space ^ and outputs

a pair of public and secret key (pk, sk).
𝜎 ← KB.Sign(sk,msg): A signing algorithm that on input secret

key sk and a message msg, outputs the signature 𝜎 .
{0, 1} ← KB.Vf(pk,msg, 𝜎): A verification algorithm that, on

input the public key pk, a message msg and a signature 𝜎 ,

outputs 1 if 𝜎 is a valid signature for msg and 0 otherwise.

{pk′,⊥} ← KB.PKBlind(pk, bk): A public key blinding algorithm

that, on input long-term public key pk and a blind key bk,
outputs a blinded public key pk′ if pk′ ∈ ^ and aborts other-

wise.

{pk′,⊥} ← KB.SKBlind(sk, bk): A private key blinding algorithm

that, on input secret key pk and a blind key bk, outputs a
blinded public key pk′ if pk′ ∈ ^ and aborts otherwise.
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𝜎 ← KB.BlSign(sk, bk,msg): An adaptive signing algorithm that,

on input secret key sk, a blind key bk and a message msg,
outputs the corresponding signature 𝜎 .

{pk,⊥} ← KB.Unblind(pk′, bk): A key unblind algorithm that,

on input blinded public key pk′ and its corresponding blind

key bk, outputs the long term public key pk if such public

key exists and aborts otherwise.

We say that a KB scheme is correct if for every _, for every key

pair (pk, sk) ← KB.KGen(1_), and for every message msg, the
following holds:

Pr


bk

$← {0, 1}_
KB.Vf(pk′,msg, 𝜎) = 1 pk′ ← KB.PKBlind(pk, bk)

𝜎 ← KB.BlSign(sk, bk,msg)

 = 1.

We say that a KB scheme has double key blinding if for every _, and

for every key pair (pk, sk) ← KB.KGen(1_), the following holds:

Pr


KB.Unblind(pk

2
, bk1)

= KB.PKBlind(pk, bk2)

bk1, bk2
$← {0, 1}_

pk
1
← KB.PKBlind(pk, bk1)

pk
2
← KB.PKBlind(pk

1
, bk2)

 = 1.

By inductivity, it is clear that any double-key blinding scheme

would achieve multiple times key blinding. The two properties

above hold for both public and private key blinding.

Definition 3.2 (Indistinguishability). We say that a KB scheme is

indistinguishable if for all _, for any polynomial-time A, given the

key pair (sk, pk), the following holds: AdvAKBlind (1
_) ≤ negl(_),

where

AdvAKBlind (1
_) =

�����Pr [ExpKBlindAKB (1_) = 1

]
−
1

2

�����
with the experiment ExpKBlind, where we require the adversary to
distinguish between a freshly generated key and a blinded key from

the long-term key, defined in Figure 6.WhenAdvAKBlind (1
_) = 0, we

say that the key-blinding signature scheme KB has perfect indistin-

guishability. We also consider a different version of the ExpKBlind
experiment, denoted as ExpBrKBlind, where not only do we not

give the secret key sk∗ to the adversary, but the requirement for

the experiment is also different in that we ask the adversary to

distinguish if the same blind key bk∗ is re-used. In this experiment,

given only the public pk∗, the adversary, however, has access to the
oracle BlSign and KBlind. The reason is that exposing the secret

key sk∗ to the adversary would make this game trivial since the ad-

versary could query the KBlind oracle with this key. The advantage

AdvABrKBlind (1
_) is defined similarly.

Definition 3.3 (Unforgeability). We say that a KB scheme has

unforgeability if for all _, for any polynomial time algorithm A,

given only the public key pk and access to BlSign oracle, the fol-

lowing holds: AdvAKB.UF (1
_) ≤ negl(_), where AdvAKB.UF (1

_) =
Pr

[
ExpUFAKB (1

_) = 1

]
with ExpUF defined in Figure 7.

Next, we present a concrete instantiation for the key blinding

signature scheme. We follow the constructions proposed in [12, 28]

for the Schnorr signature scheme with key blinding functionality. It

can be shown that this scheme achieves all the desired properties of

ExpKBlindAKB (1
_)

(sk∗, pk∗ ) ← KB.KGen(1_ )
msg∗ ← A(pk∗, sk∗ )

bk∗
$← {0, 1}_

pk
0
← KB.PKBlind(pk∗, bk∗ )

(sk1, pk1 )
$← KB.KGen(1_, ^ )

𝑏
$← {0, 1}

𝜎0 ← KB.BlSign(sk∗, bk∗,msg∗ )
𝜎1 ← KB.Sign(sk1,msg∗ )
𝑏′ ← A(pk𝑏 , 𝜎𝑏 )
return 𝑏 = 𝑏′

ExpBrKBlindAKB (1
_)

(sk∗, pk∗ ) ← KB.KGen(1_ )

bk∗
$← {0, 1}_

pk
0
← KB.PKBlind(pk∗, bk∗ )

(sk1, pk1 ) ← KB.KGen(1_ )

𝑏
$← {0, 1}

𝑏′ ← ABlSign,KBlind (pk𝑏 , pk∗ )
return 𝑏 = 𝑏′

BlSign(bk,msg′)
𝜎 ′ ← KB.BlSign(sk∗, bk,msg′ )

KBlind(sk)
pk′ ← KB.SKBlind(sk, bk∗ )
return pk′

Figure 6: Experiments for Indistinguishability of a KB
Scheme.

ExpUFAKB (1
_)

(sk, pk) ← KB.KGen(1_ )

(pk′, bk,msg, 𝜎 ) ← ABlSign (pk)
𝑏1 ← KB.Vf(pk′,msg, 𝜎 )
𝑏2 ← pk = KB.Unblind(pk′, bk)
𝑏3 ← msg ∉ M
return 𝑏 = 𝑏1 ∧ 𝑏2 ∧ 𝑏3

BlSign(bk,msg′)
if msg′ ∈ M then : Abort

M ← M ∪ {msg′ }
𝜎 ′ ← KB.BlSign(sk, bk,msg′ )
return 𝜎 ′

Figure 7: Experiments for Unforgeability of a KB Scheme.

a key blinding signature scheme. Due to space reasons, we postpone

a formal proof to the full version of the paper.

Definition 3.4 (Key Blinding Schnorr Signature Scheme). Consider
a group G of prime order 𝑞, generated by 𝑔, and a hash function H.
A key blinding Schnorr signature scheme KB = (KB.KGen,KB.Sign
,KB.Vf,KB.PKBlind,KB.SKBlind,KB.BlSign,KB.Unblind) consists
of the following p.p.t. algorithm:

(ℎ, 𝑠) ← KB.KGen(1_): The key generation algorithmfirst defines

the key space ^ to be the group G excluding the identity

element. It then randomly generates the secret key 𝑠
$← Z𝑞

and computes ℎ ← 𝑔𝑠 . The public key pk is the pair (𝑔, ℎ).
(𝑐, 𝑧) ← KB.Sign(𝑠,msg): The signing algorithm first generates

a random nonce 𝑟
$← Z𝑞 and computes 𝑔𝑟 . It then computes

𝑐 ← H(pk, 𝑔𝑟 ,msg) where H is a hash function and 𝑧 ←
𝑟 − 𝑐 · 𝑠 mod 𝑞. The algorithm outputs the pair (𝑐, 𝑧) as the
signature 𝜎 .

{0, 1} ← KB.Vf(pk,msg, 𝜎): The verification algorithm extracts

the information from the signature (𝑐, 𝑧) := 𝜎 and the public
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key (𝑔, ℎ) := pk. It then computes 𝑅𝑣 ← 𝑔𝑧 · ℎ𝑐 and 𝑐𝑣 ←
H(pk, 𝑅𝑣,msg). The algorithm outputs 1 if 𝑐 = 𝑐𝑣 and 0

otherwise.

{(𝑔, ℎ′),⊥} ← KB.PKBlind(pk, bk): The public key blinding algo-
rithm extracts the information from the public key (𝑔, ℎ) :=
pk. It then computes ℎ′ ← ℎbk and outputs the pair (𝑔, ℎ′) as
the blinded public key pk′ if pk′ ∈ ^ and aborts otherwise.

{(𝑔, ℎ′),⊥} ← KB.SKBlind(sk, bk): The private key blinding al-

gorithm computes ℎ′ ← 𝑔sk·bk and outputs the pair (𝑔, ℎ′)
as the blinded public key pk′ if pk′ ∈ ^ and aborts otherwise.

(𝑐, 𝑧) ← KB.BlSign(sk, bk,msg): The adaptive signing algorithm

executes the algorithm (𝑐, 𝑧) ← KB.Sign(sk · bk,msg) and
outputs the signature 𝜎 = (𝑐, 𝑧).

pk ← KB.Unblind(pk′, bk): The key unblinding algorithm ex-

tracts the information from the public key (𝑔, ℎ′) := pk′. It
then derives the unblinded public key by computing ℎ ←
ℎ′bk

−1
. The algorithm outputs the pair (𝑔, ℎ) as the unblinded

public key pk if pk ∈ ^ and aborts otherwise.

Theorem 3.5. The key blinding Schnorr signature scheme defined
in 3.4 is correct, double key blinding, achieving unforgeability and
indistinguishability.

4 RATE-LIMITED PRIVACY PASS
This section will define a rate-limited Privacy Pass (RlP) protocol
and its security properties. The RlP protocol begins with the client

sending an HTTP request to the origin as a request to gain access

to the origin-provided content. In response, the origin replies with a

challenge ch. In the next step, the client executes theRlP.Rq(Csk,Opk,
Ipk, ch) algorithm to create a request rq and some auxiliary opening

information aux that it stores for later use. The keys Csk,Opk,Ipk
are, respectively, the client’s secret key, the origin’s public key, and

the issuer’s public key. The keys are generated using respective

key generation algorithms RlP.CSetup, RlP.OSetup, and RlP.ISetup.
We use a static set of origins generated at once by RlP.OSetup. We

opted for this approach since it simplifies modeling the key gen-

eration of the issuer, i.e., RlP.ISetup takes as input the secret of

all origins at once. In a real-world implementation, the number of

origins will be dynamic, and so will the the secret key of the issuer.

It is also worth noting that a trusted party generates the secret

keys of clients, and we model this by using a single key generation

RlP.CSetup. The main reason behind this is that the secret keys are

used to generate user-origin-specific identifiers that the mediator

uses for rate limiting. User-generated keys would allow the clients

to circumvent the mediator. For a practical example, one can think

of the client’s secret keys to be generated in a secure enclave of the

user’s device. In the next step, the client forwards the request rq and
its public key Cpk to the mediator, who uses the RlP.FwdRq(Cpk, rq)
algorithm to create an anonymized request rq′ sent to the issuer. For
each request, the issuer executes the RlP.Iss(Isk, {O

𝑗

sk,O
𝑗

id}
𝑛O
𝑗=1
, rq′)

algorithm using its secret key Isk and all the secret keys and se-

cret identities of origins. Note that this is required since the issuer

cannot distinguish the origin to which the request corresponds. Oth-

erwise, the mediator could also link the client’s request to an origin.

The algorithm outputs an anonymous session index id, the response
re, and policy predicate function 𝑓 , which the issuer forwards to

the mediator. The mediator now checks whether the client fulfills

the policy 𝑓 . To do so, it executes the RlP.FwdIss(id, re, rq,Db, 𝑓 )
algorithm, which outputs the response or ⊥. The mediator keeps

an internal database state Db, which contains client/origin-specific

entries. Clients’ privacy is preserved using anonymous identifiers

(i.e., id). Before forwarding re to the client, the mediator updates its

database using RlP.Update(id, rq,Db). Finally, the client redeems

the response using the RlP.Rdm(Opk, re, ch, aux) algorithm and for-

wards the output token 𝜎 and the challenge ch to the origin. The

origin grants access to the content for the client if RlP.Vf(Opk, ch, 𝜎)
outputs 1.

A detailed representation of the protocol can be found in Figure 8.

We give a more formal description of the syntax below.

4.1 Protocol Syntax
Definition 4.1 (Rate-limited Privacy Pass (RlP)). A rate-limited

Privacy Pass RlP consists of the following p.p.t. algorithms:

({C𝑖sk C
𝑖
pk}

𝑛C
𝑖=1
) ← RlP.CSetup(1_, 𝑛C): A client setup algorithm

that, on input security parameter 1
_
and the number of

clients 𝑛C , outputs public and secret key-pairs for each client
C𝑖 .

({O 𝑗pk,O
𝑗

sk}
𝑛O
𝑗=1
) ← RlP.OSetup(1_, 𝑛O): An origin setup algo-

rithm that, on input security parameter 1
_
and the number

of origins 𝑛O , outputs public and secret key-pairs for each

origin O 𝑗 .
(Ipk,Isk, {O

𝑗

id}
𝑛O
𝑗=1
) ← RlP.ISetup(1_, {O 𝑗pk,O

𝑗

sk}
𝑛O
𝑗=1
): A setup al-

gorithm that, on input security parameter 1
_
and public key

O 𝑗pk of each origin, outputs public and secret key-pair of the

Issuer I and period secret ids O 𝑗id of origins.

(rq, aux) ← RlP.Rq(C𝑖sk,O
𝑗

pk,Ipk, ch): A request algorithm that,

on input client secret key C𝑖sk, origin public key O 𝑗pk issuer
public keyIpk, and the challenge ch from origin O 𝑗 , outputs
a request rq.

rq′ ← RlP.FwdRq(C𝑖pk, rq) : A proxy request algorithm that, on

input request rq, outputs an anonymized request rq′ when
rq is a valid request and ⊥ otherwise.

{(id, re, 𝑓 ),⊥} ← RlP.Iss(Isk, {O
𝑗

sk,O
𝑗

id, }
𝑛O
𝑗=1
, rq′): An issue algo-

rithm that, on input issuer secret key Isk, all origin secret

key O 𝑗sk and origin secret id O 𝑗id for 𝑗 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑛O}, and
an anonymized request rq′, outputs an anonymous index id,
response re and policy predicate function 𝑓 and ⊥ otherwise.

{re,⊥} ← RlP.FwdIss(id, re, rq,Db, 𝑓 ) : A policy enforcement

algorithm that, on input anonymous index id, response re,
the mediator’s databaseDb and the policy predicate function
𝑓 , outputs response re if 𝑓 (id, rq,Db) = 1 and ⊥ otherwise.

{𝜎,⊥} ← RlP.Rdm(O 𝑗pk, re, ch, aux): A token redeem algorithm

that, on input public key O 𝑗pk, the response re and the chal-

lenge ch, outputs the token 𝜎 and ⊥ otherwise.

{0, 1} ← RlP.Vf(O 𝑗pk, ch, 𝜎): A verification algorithm that, on

input origin public key O 𝑗pk, the challenge ch and token 𝜎 ,

outputs 1 if 𝜎 is the valid token and 0 otherwise.
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Figure 8: Visual representation of our PAT syntax, where we clarify the algorithms executed by each party.

Db← RlP.Update(id, rq,Db): An update algorithm that, on input

a session index id, the corresponding request rq and the

database Db, outputs an updated database Db.
We say that aRlP scheme is correct if for all _, for every ({C𝑖sk C

𝑖
pk}

← RlP.CSetup(1_, 𝑛C), for every ({O 𝑗pk,O
𝑗

sk}
𝑛O
𝑗=1
) ← RlP.OSetup(1_,

𝑛O), for every (Ipk,Isk, {O
𝑗

id}
𝑛O
𝑗=1
) ← RlP.ISetup(1_, {O 𝑗pk,O

𝑗

sk}
𝑛O
𝑖=1
),

every ch
$← {0, 1}_ and 𝑖 ∈ [𝑛𝑐], 𝑘 ∈ [𝑛O], the following is 1:

Pr


(rq, aux) ← RlP.Rq(C𝑖sk,O

𝑘
pk,Ipk, ch)

RlP.Vf(O𝑘pk, ch, 𝜎) (id, re, 𝑓 ) ← RlP.Iss(Isk, {O
𝑗

skO
𝑗

id}
𝑛O
𝑗=1
, rq′)

= 1 𝜎 ← RlP.Rdm(O𝑘pk, re, ch, aux)


4.2 Security and Privacy Models
To simplify the experiment description, our security model assumes

a multi-stage adversary A with an implicit state. In other words,

we use the same notation A to indicate the adversary in different

stages and do not make the private state of A explicit. We also

model a static case where all keys are computed in a single setup

algorithm. More precisely, all the client’s keys are pre-computed

and then distributed to the clients. This prevents the clients from

generating keys ad-hoc without a trusted setup, which could later

break the rate-limiting protection.

Definition 4.2 (Oracle). Let A be a stateful polynomial time ad-

versary and RlP be a rate-limited Privacy Pass. In our security ex-

periments we give the adversary A access to the following oracles

Rq, Iss,Rdm, FwdRq, FwdIss, and Update defined as follows:

• Rq(𝑖, 𝑘,Ipk, ch): This oracle executes aRlP.Rq algorithm for client

C𝑖 , origin O𝑘 and issuer I on the challenge ch. In some experi-

ments, we will limit the access only to clients C𝑖 and origins O 𝑗
that are not the targets of the adversary A.

• Iss(rq): This oracle executes an issue algorithm RlP.Iss on a given
request rq.

• Rdm(𝑘, re′, ch, aux): This oracle executes a token redeem algo-

rithm RlP.Rdm for a given response re′, challenge ch and auxil-

iary information aux.
• FwdRq(rq): This oracle executes a forward request algorithm

RlP.FwdRq for request rq.
• FwdIss(id, re, rq,Db, 𝑓 ): This oracle executes a forward issue al-

gorithm RlP.FwdIss for session index id, response re, request rq,
database Db and policy 𝑓 .

• Update(id, rq,Db): This oracle can be used to either arbitrarily

modify the database Db or execute update algorithm RlP.Update
for session index id, request rq and database Db.

4.2.1 Unforgeability. Unforgeability ensures that no client can ob-

tain a valid token from anywhere except for the successful RlP
execution. Informally, we model the case where the client is the

adversary who wants to bypass the policy, while the issuer and the

mediator are trusted. We define unforgeability as a one-more exper-

iment between an adversary A acting as a client and a challenger

simulating the honest mediator and issuer. The description follows.

Definition 4.3 (Unforgeability). For a RlP protocol and a stateful,

polynomial time adversaryA, we define the one-more unforgeabil-

ity experiment as follows:

• Setup phase. The adversary receives an issuer and an origin

public key from the challenger. In addition, it receives a list of 𝑛C
public keys {C𝑖pk}

𝑛C
𝑖=1

of all authenticated clients. The adversary

then outputs a target public key, which the mediator then authen-

ticates and adds to the list as C𝑖∗pk. Conventionally, 𝑖
∗ = 𝑛C + 1

and C𝑖∗pk must be distinct from previous client public keys.

• Query phase. The adversary is given access to two oracles. The

first oracle is the token challenge query to the origin O. The sec-
ond oracle provides the adversarial client with a way to execute

the RlP protocol with the mediator and the issuer. Concretely, at

each query, the adversary prepares a request rq, upon which the
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oracle answers either re or⊥ based on the following computation.

rq′ ← RlP.FwdRq(C𝑖pk, rq)

{(id, re, 𝑓 ),⊥} ← RlP.Iss(Isk, {O
𝑗

sk,O
𝑗

id}
𝑛O
𝑗=1
, rq′)

({re,⊥}) ← RlP.FwdIss(id, re, rq,Db, 𝑓 )

Let ℓ be the number of successful queries to the second oracle,

meaning that re ≠⊥. At the end of this phase, let O 𝑗 be the target
origin, and the challenger updates the database Db so that C𝑖∗ is
at the policy limit while freeing the others.

• Output phase. The adversary A outputs ℓ + 1 final tokens

{ch𝑘 , 𝜎𝑘 }ℓ+1𝑘=1
.

The adversary wins if all ℓ + 1 final tokens are valid.
We say that a RlP scheme is unforgeable if for all _ and any

public key Opk, for any polynomial time algorithm A, given only

Opk, the following holds:

AdvAOMUF ≤ negl(_),

where AdvAOMUF = Pr

[∏𝑙+1
𝑘=1

RlP.Vf(Opk, 𝜎𝑘 , ch𝑘 ) = 1

]
.

4.2.2 Client Privacy. Informally, we model the case where the me-

diator is the only trusted party, while the issuer and the origin

are considered to be malicious. We also let all the client’s keys be

exposed to the adversary. We want to ensure that a collaboration

between a malicious issuer and origin cannot link any client with a

corresponding RlP issuance execution. Any metadata exchanged

outside the protocol is considered out of scope.

Definition 4.4 (Client Privacy). For RlP and a stateful, polynomial

adversary A, we define the experiment ExpCPARlP as follows:

• Setup phase. The adversary begins by outputting one issuer

public key and 𝑛O origin public keys. The challenger creates

honest key pairs for a set of 𝑛C clients but allows the adversary

to access the entire set, even client secret keys.

• Query phase. The adversary is free to query the oracles FwdRq,
FwdIss before outputting two token challenges ch0, ch1, a target
origin public key O 𝑗

∗

pk and two target client public keys C𝑖0pk, C
𝑖1
pk.

• Challenge phase. The challenger executes two honest clients

and onemediator, and the adversaryA engages in two executions

with them. The challenger computes r̃q𝑘 ← RlP.FwdRq(rq𝑘 )
where rq𝑘 ← RlP.Rq(C𝑖𝑘sk ,O

𝑗∗

pk,Ipk, ch𝑘 ) for 𝑘 = 0, 1. The chal-

lenger then sends the anonymized requests r̃q𝑏 , r̃q1−𝑏 to the

adversary A for some bit 𝑏
$← {0, 1}. Next, the adversary A

sends back re𝑏 , re1−𝑏 . The challenger then computes (𝜎𝑘 ) ←
RlP.Rdm(O 𝑗

∗

pk, r̃e𝑘 , ch𝑘 , aux𝑘 ) where r̃e𝑘 ← RlP.FwdIss(re𝑘 ) for
𝑘 = 0, 1 and sends A the tokens 𝜎𝑏 , 𝜎1−𝑏 .
• Output phase. The adversary A outputs a guess 𝑏′.

We say that a RlP scheme has client privacy if for all _, for any

polynomial time algorithm A, the following holds:

AdvACP (1
_) ≤ negl(_),

where AdvACP (1
_) =

�����Pr [ExpCPARlP (1_) = 1

]
−
1

2

����� with the experi-

ment ExpCP defined in Figure 9.

4.2.3 Origin Privacy. Wewill now define origin privacy for the RlP
protocol. Informally, we model the case where the issuer is the only

trusted party, while the mediator and the origin are considered

to be malicious. We also let all the client’s keys, except for the

targeted client, be exposed to the adversary. We want to ensure

that a collaboration between a mediator and any origin cannot link

a valid token with its corresponding RlP issuance execution. Again,

any metadata exchanged is outside of the scope of our definition.

Definition 4.5 (Origin Privacy). ForRlP and a stateful, polynomial

adversary A, we define the experiment ExpOPARlP as follows:

• Setup phase. The adversary A begins by outputting a pair

of public and secret keys for each origin ({O 𝑗pk,O
𝑗

sk}
𝑛O
𝑖=1
) ←

A(1_, 𝑛O). Upon receiving those key pairs from the adversary,

the challenger generates the public and secret key pairs of the

issuer and a period secret id for each origin O 𝑗 by running

(Ipk,Isk, {O
𝑗

id}
𝑛O
𝑖=1
) ← RlP.ISetup(1_, {O 𝑗pk}

𝑛O
𝑖=1
). Finally, the chal-

lenger generates the key pairs for 𝑛C clients by running

({C𝑖sk C
𝑖
pk}

𝑛C
𝑖=1
) ← RlP.CSetup(1_, 𝑛C).

• Query phase. In this phase, given the public keys of all clients,

the adversary A chooses a target client C𝑖∗ . The adversary is

then allowed to access the oracles Rq, Iss,Rdm,Update for any
client except for the target client C𝑖∗ .
• Challenge phase. The adversary A chooses two origins and

generates two challenges corresponding to each of the chosen

origins, denoted as {ch𝑘 ,O
𝑗𝑘
pk}𝑘∈{0,1} . The challenger in the ex-

periment chooses a random bit 𝑏 and executes the RlP protocol

for the client C𝑖∗ and both origins O 𝑗∗ . The random bit 𝑏 deter-

mines the order of interaction:

– The challenger first generates a RlP request by executing the

request algorithm (rq𝑘 , aux𝑘 ) ← RlP.Rq(C𝑖∗sk,O
𝑗𝑘
pk,Ipk, ch𝑘 ).

– The adversaryA, on receiving the request rq𝑘 , sends a forward
request rq′

𝑘
to the challenger.

– The challenger, on receiving the forward request rq′
𝑘
from the

adversary, generates a RlP response re by executing the issuing
algorithm (id𝑘 , re𝑘 , 𝑓 ) ← RlP.Iss(Isk,O

𝑗𝑘
sk ,O

𝑘
id, rq

′
𝑘
).

– The challenger then verifies the policy 𝑓 (id, rq,Db). If the re-
quest rq passes the policy check, the challenger sends the tuple
(id𝑘 , re𝑘 , 𝑓 ) to the adversary A. Otherwise, the experiment is

aborted.

– On receiving the response from the challenger, the adversary

forwards the response re𝑘 back.

– The challenger then finalizes a token for the RlP protocol by

running {𝜎𝑘 ,⊥} ← RlP.Rdm(O 𝑗𝑘pk, re𝑘 , ch𝑘 , aux𝑘 ).
After both RlP executions, the challenger sends both tokens

(𝜎0, 𝜎1) to the adversary A if none of the RlP.Rdm executions

above fail and (⊥,⊥) otherwise.
• Output phase. The adversary A outputs a guess 𝑏′.

We say that a RlP protocol is origin private if for all _, for any

polynomial time algorithm A, the following holds:

AdvAOP (1
_) ≤ negl(_),
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ExpCPARlP (1
_, 𝑛C, 𝑛O)

Ipk ← A(1_ )

({C𝑖pk, C
𝑖
sk}

𝑛C
𝑖=1
) ← RlP.CSetup(1_, 𝑛C )

({O 𝑗

pk}
𝑛O
𝑖=1
) ← A(1_, 𝑛O )

({ch𝑘 , C
𝑖𝑘
pk }𝑘∈{0,1}, O

𝑗∗
pk ) ← A

FwdIss ({C𝑖sk}
𝑛C
𝑖=1
)

𝑏
$← {0, 1}

for 𝑘 = 𝑏 to 1 − 𝑏 do

(rq𝑘 , aux𝑘 ) ← RlP.Rq(C𝑖𝑘sk , O
𝑗∗
pk , Ipk, ch𝑘 )

rq′
𝑘
← RlP.FwdRq(rq𝑘 )

(id𝑘 , re𝑘 , 𝑓 ) ← A(rq′𝑘 )
re𝑘 ← RlP.FwdIss(id𝑘 , re𝑘 , rq𝑘 ,Db, 𝑓 )

𝜎𝑘 ← RlP.Rdm(O 𝑗∗
pk , re𝑘 , ch𝑘 , aux𝑘 )

if
1∏

𝑘=0

RlP.Vf(O 𝑗

pk, ch𝑘 , 𝜎𝑘 ) = 1 then : 𝑏′ ← A(𝜎0, 𝜎1 )

else 𝑏′ ← A(⊥,⊥)
return 𝑏 = 𝑏′

ExpOPARlP (1
_, 𝑛C, 𝑛O)

({C𝑖pk, C
𝑖
sk}

𝑛C
𝑖=1
) ← RlP.CSetup(1_, 𝑛C )

({O 𝑗

pk, O
𝑗

sk}
𝑛O
𝑖=1
) ← A(1_, 𝑛O )

(Ipk, Isk, {O 𝑗

id}
𝑛O
𝑖=1
) ← RlP.ISetup(1_, {O 𝑗

pk}
𝑛O
𝑖=1
)

(C𝑖∗pk,Db) ← A({C
𝑖
pk}

𝑛C
𝑖=1
, {O 𝑗

sk}
𝑛O
𝑖=1
, Ipk )

({ch𝑘 , O
𝑗𝑘
pk }𝑘∈{0,1},Db) ← A

Rq,Iss,Rdm,Update ({C𝑖sk}𝑖≠𝑖∗ ,Db)

𝑏
$← {0, 1}

for 𝑘 = 𝑏 to 1 − 𝑏 do

(rq𝑘 , aux𝑘 ) ← RlP.Rq(C𝑖∗sk , O
𝑘
pk, Ipk, ch𝑘 )

rq′
𝑘
← A(rq𝑘 ,Db)

(id𝑘 , re𝑘 , 𝑓 ) ← RlP.Iss(Isk, {O
𝑗𝑙
sk, O

𝑗𝑙
id }𝑙 ∈{0,1}, rq

′
𝑘
)

if 𝑓 (id𝑘 , rq𝑘 ,Db) = 0 then : Abort

re′
𝑘
← A(id𝑘 , re𝑘 ,Db, 𝑓 )

𝜎𝑘 ← RlP.Rdm(O 𝑗𝑘
pk , re

′
𝑘
, ch𝑘 , aux𝑘 )

if
1∏

𝑘=0

RlP.Vf(O 𝑗

pk, ch𝑘 , 𝜎𝑘 ) = 1 then : 𝑏′ ← A(𝜎0, 𝜎1,Db)

else 𝑏′ ← A(⊥,⊥,Db)
return 𝑏 = 𝑏′

Rq(𝑖, 𝑘,Ipk, ch)
if 𝑖 = 𝑖∗ and 𝑘 ∈ { 𝑗𝑘 }𝑘∈{0,1} then : return ⊥

rq← RlP.Rq(C𝑖sk, O
𝑘
pk, Ipk, ch)

return (rq, aux)

Iss(rq′)
(id, re, 𝑓 ) ← RlP.Iss(Isk, {O 𝑗

sk, O
𝑗

id}
𝑛O
𝑗=1
, rq′ )

return re

Rdm(𝑘, re, ch, aux)
𝜎 ← RlP.Rdm(O𝑘pk, re, ch, aux)
return 𝜎

FwdIss(id, re, rq,Db, 𝑓 )
re← RlP.FwdIss(id, re, rq,Db, 𝑓 )
if re ≠⊥ then : RlP.Update(id, rq,Db)
return re

Update(id, rq,Db)
Db← RlP.Update(id, rq,Db)
return Db

Figure 9: Experiments for Client and Origin Privacy.

where AdvAOP (1
_) =

�����Pr [ExpOPARlP (1_) = 1

]
−
1

2

����� with the experi-

ment ExpOP defined in Figure 9.

5 GENERIC CONSTRUCTION
This section provides our generic construction from the previously

defined cryptographic primitives. Later we analyze the construc-

tion’s unforgeability, client privacy, and origin privacy properties.

5.1 RlP Generic Construction
Below we provide a formal definition of our generic construction.

We also give a high-level overview of the particular algorithms in

Figure 10.

Definition 5.1. A generic rate-limited Privacy Pass uses a key

encapsulation mechanism scheme KEM = (KEM.KGen,KEM.Enc,
KEM.Dec), an authenticated encryptionwith associated data scheme

AEAD = (AEAD.Seal,AEAD.Open), a blind signature scheme BS =

(BS.KGen,BS.Blind,BS.PreSig,BS.Ext,BS.Vf), a key blinding sig-

nature scheme KB = (KB.KGen, KB.Sign, KB.Vf, KB.PKBlind,
KB.SKBlind, KB.BlSign, KB.Unblind), a key derivation function

KDF and a collision resistance hash function H as building blocks.

RlP.CSetup(1_, 𝑛C): The client setup algorithm executes the key

generation algorithm (C𝑖pk, C
𝑖
sk)

$← KB.KGen(1_) for each
of the 𝑛C clients.

RlP.OSetup(1_, 𝑛O): The origin setup algorithm executes the key

generation algorithm (O 𝑗pk,O
𝑗

sk)
$← BS.KGen(1_) for each

of the 𝑛O origins.

RlP.ISetup(1_, {O 𝑗pk,O
𝑗

sk}
𝑛O
𝑖=1
): The issuing authority setup algo-

rithm executes the key generation algorithm (Ipk,Isk)
$←

KEM.KGen(1_) for the issuer. On the other hand, with a list

of authorized origins, it randomly generates a session id for

each of the 𝑛O origins.
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RlP.Rq(C𝑖sk,O
𝑗

pk,Ipk, ch): The token request algorithm randomly

generates a blinding key bk and a secret seed 𝑠 . It then

hashes the challenge by ch′ = H(ch), computes ( ˜ch, aux) ←
BS.Blind(O 𝑗pk, ch

′) and computes a blinded public key pk←
KB.SKBlind(C𝑖sk, bk). The algorithm packs the secret seed,

the origin address, and the blinded challenge as msg
1
:=

(𝑠,O 𝑗pk, ˜ch, pk) and then encrypts ct← KEM.Enc(Ipk,msg
1
).

It later packs the received ciphertext and the blind public key

asmsg
2
:= (pk, ct) and signs 𝜎 ← KB.BlSign(C𝑖sk, bk,msg

2
).

Finally, it sets a request as rq := (𝜎,msg
2
, bk).

RlP.FwdRq(C𝑖pk, rq) : The proxy request algorithm extracts the

information from the request (𝜎,msg, bk) := rq, unblinds
the public key pk′ ← KB.Unblind(pk, bk) and verifies the

signature KB.Vf(pk,msg, 𝜎). The algorithm aborts if either

the blinded public key does not originate from the requesting

client or the signature is invalid. Otherwise, it removes the

blind factor bk and outputs the new request rq′.
RlP.Iss(Isk, {O

𝑗

sk,O
𝑗

id}
𝑛O
𝑗=1
, rq′): The issue algorithm extracts the

information from the forwarded request by (𝜎,msg) := rq′

and (pk, ct) := msg. It first verifies the validity of the sig-

nature 𝜎 and aborts if the signature is invalid. The algo-

rithm then decrypts the ciphertext by (𝑠,Opk, ˜ch, pk) ←
KEM.Dec(Isk, ct). It then verifies the consistency of the pub-

lic key pk in the request rq and the public key received from

the ciphertext ct and aborts if these two keys are different.

Upon receiving the plaintext, it computes the pre-signature

for the blinded challenge 𝜎′ ← BS.PreSig(O 𝑗sk, ˜ch) and de-

rives a blinded session id by 𝑖𝑑 ← KB.PKBlind(pk,O 𝑗id).
It then derives a key 𝐾 by generating a random salt, com-

putes 𝐾 ← KDF(𝑠, salt) and seals the pre-signature ct′ ←
AEAD.Seal(𝐾, 𝜎′). Finally, the algorithm sets the response

as re := (ct′, salt) and outputs the tuple (id, re, 𝑓 ) where 𝑓
is the policy corresponding to the provided origin.

RlP.FwdIss(id, re, rq,Db, 𝑓 ) : The policy enforcement algorithm,

on the input of the database Db, enforces the policy by ex-

ecuting 𝑓 (id, rq,Db). If it passes the policy check, the al-

gorithm forwards the response re to the requesting client.

Otherwise, it aborts the protocol.

RlP.Rdm(O 𝑗pk, re, ch, aux): The token redeem algorithm extracts

the information from the response (ct, salt) := re and de-

rives the key 𝐾 ← KDF(𝑠, salt). It then open the ciphertext

𝜎′ ← AEAD.Open(𝐾, re) and finalizes the token by comput-

ing 𝜎 ← BS.Ext(O 𝑗pk, 𝜎
′, aux).

RlP.Vf(O 𝑗pk, ch, 𝜎): The verification algorithm verifies the validity

of the token by executing BS.Vf(O 𝑗pk, ch, 𝜎).
RlP.Update(id,Db): The update subprocedure extracts the infor-

mation from the request (𝜎,msg, bk) := rq and database

({id𝑗 , info𝑗 }𝑛
𝑗=1
) := Db. It then derives the per-user-origin

period id by computing id′ ← KB.Unblind(id, bk). It looks
up id′ in the database and updates its value based on the

structure of Db. If id′ is not in the database, the algorithm

includes id′ in the database Db and initiates its value.

𝑓 (id, rq,Db): The policy enforcement function extracts the in-

formation from the request (𝜎,msg, bk) := rq and database

({id𝑗 , info𝑗 }𝑛
𝑗=1
) := Db. It then derives the per-user-origin

period id by computing id′ ← KB.Unblind(id, bk). Together
with the database, the algorithm outputs 1 if id′ passes the
policy and 0 otherwise.

For applications that do not require maintaining a database (e.g.,

geolocation policy), we exclude the update algorithm RlP.Update
and the database Db from the construction.

5.2 Security Analysis
In this section, we will analyze the security of the RlP construction

presented in Definition 5.1. We will begin with one-more unforge-

ability, followed by client and origin privacy.

One-more Unforgeability.

Theorem 5.2. For all _, for any polynomial time algorithm A,
the following holds:

AdvAOMUF ≤ AdvH,A1

CR +𝑛C ·AdvA2

KBlind+Adv
A3

KB.UF+Adv
A4

BS.OMUF .

Proof. We show the statement via a sequence of games.

Game 𝐺0: This is the real game where the client tries to breach

the policy of an origin. We have: Adv0 = AdvAOMUF .

Game 𝐺1: This game is like 𝐺0, but we let the game abort when-

ever there is a collision in the hash function H. Let A1 be

an adversary that produces two challenges ch1 and ch2 such
that H(ch1) = H(ch2), then we have: |Adv0 − Adv1 | ≤
AdvH,ACR .

Game 𝐺2: This game is like 𝐺0, but we abort whenever the me-

diator derives a fresh id′. Since the key blinding signature

scheme has the double key blinding property, a malicious

client should have no advantage. We have: Adv1 = Adv2 .

Game𝐺3: This game is like𝐺2, but we let the public key pk2 of the
client C2 to be generated by pk

2
← KB.PKBlind(pk

1
, bk2)

where bk2 is chosen by the challenger. Clearly, game 𝐺3 is

indistinguishable from game𝐺2 except for an adversary A2

that breaks the ExpKBlind experiment. Next, let us do the

same for the other 𝑛C − 2 clients. Through a series of hybrid

arguments, we have: |Adv2 − Adv3 | ≤ 𝑛C · AdvA2

KBlind .

Game𝐺4: This game is like𝐺3, except that we let the game abort

whenever A queries for a request rq = (𝜎,msg, bk) with
msg = (pk, ct) and KB.Unblind(pk, bk) = C 𝑗pk for some 𝑗 ≠

𝑖∗. We show that the advantage of an adversary against the

unforgeability game of the key blind signature bounds the

probability gap of this game and 𝐺3.

Let A be a distinguisher between game 𝐺4 and 𝐺3. We then

construct the adversaryA3 that runsA as a sub-algorithm to

break the unforgeability of a key blinding signature scheme.

• A3 receives a challenge public key pk.
• Let C1pk ← pk and generate the other 𝑛C − 1 client public
keys as above to construct the list of𝑛C authenticate client
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Setup:

RlP.CSetup(1_, 𝑛C)
for 𝑖 = 1 to 𝑛C do

(C𝑖pk, C
𝑖
sk )

$← KB.KGen(1_ )

return {C𝑖pk, C
𝑖
sk}

𝑛C
𝑖=1

RlP.OSetup(1_, 𝑛O)
for 𝑗 = 1 to 𝑛O do

(O 𝑗

pk, O
𝑗

sk )
$← BS.KGen(1_ )

return {O 𝑗

pk, O
𝑗

sk}
𝑛O
𝑗=1

RlP.ISetup(1_, {O 𝑗pk,O
𝑗

sk}
𝑛O
𝑖=1
)

(Ipk, Isk )
$← KEM.KGen(1_ )

for 𝑗 = 1 to 𝑛O do

O 𝑗

id
$← {0, 1}_

return (Ipk, Isk, {O 𝑗

id}
𝑛O
𝑗=1
)

Main Part:

RlP.Rq(C𝑖sk,O
𝑗

pk,Ipk, ch)

(bk, 𝑠 ) $← {0, 1}_

ch′ ← H(ch)

( ˜ch, aux) ← BS.Blind(O 𝑗

pk, ch
′ )

pk← KB.SKBlind(C𝑖sk, bk)

msg
1
:= (𝑠, O 𝑗

pk,
˜ch, pk) ; ct← KEM.Enc(Ipk,msg

1
)

msg
2
:= (pk, ct) ; 𝜎 ← KB.BlSign(C𝑖sk, bk,msg

2
)

rq := (𝜎,msg
2
, bk)

return (rq, aux)

RlP.FwdRq(C𝑖pk, rq)

Parse (𝜎,msg, bk) := rq

pk′ ← KB.Unblind(pk, bk)
if C𝑖pk ≠ pk′ or KB.Vf(pk,msg, 𝜎 ) = 0 then : Abort

rq′ := (𝜎,msg)
return rq′

RlP.Iss(Isk, {O
𝑗

sk,O
𝑗

id}
𝑛O
𝑗=1
, rq′)

Parse (𝜎,msg) := rq′

Parse (pk, ct) := msg

if KB.Vf(pk,msg, 𝜎 ) = 0 then : Abort

(𝑠, Opk, ˜ch, pk′ ) ← KEM.Dec(Isk, ct)
if pk ≠ pk′ then : Abort

for 𝑗 = 1 to 𝑛O do

if Opk = O 𝑗

pk then :

𝜎 ′ ← BS.PreSig(O 𝑗

sk,
˜ch)

id← KB.PKBlind(pk, O 𝑗

id )

salt
$← {0, 1}_ ; 𝐾 ← KDF(𝑠, salt)

ct′ ← AEAD.Seal(𝐾,𝜎 ′ )
re := (ct′, salt)

return (id, re)

RlP.FwdIss(id, re, rq,Db, 𝑓 )
if 𝑓 (id, rq,Db) = 1 then : return re

else return ⊥

RlP.Rdm(O 𝑗pk, re, ch, aux)

Parse (ct, salt) := re

𝐾 ← KDF(𝑠, salt)
𝜎 ′ ← AEAD.Open(𝐾, re)

𝜎 ← BS.Ext(O 𝑗

pk, 𝜎
′, aux)

return 𝜎

RlP.Vf(O 𝑗pk, ch, 𝜎)

𝑏 ← BS.Vf(O 𝑗

pk,H(ch), 𝜎 )
return 𝑏

RlP.Update(id, rq,Db)
Parse ({id𝑗 , info𝑗 }𝑛𝑗=1 ) := Db

Parse (𝜎,msg, bk) := rq

id′ ← KB.Unblind(id, bk)
for 𝑗 = 1 to 𝑛 do

if id′ = id𝑗 then :

info𝑗 ← Update(info𝑗 )
if id′ ∉ Db then :

Db = Db ∪ {id′,Update(0) }
return Db

Figure 10: A Generic Construction for Private Access Token Schemes.

public keys for A. The adversary A3 keeps a list of the

public key and its corresponding blind key.

• S generates an issuer and origin key pair and then sends

A the corresponding public keys.

• WhenA starts a RlP execution for client C𝑖 , the adversary
A3 queries BlSign and simulates the execution using the

corresponding blind key.

• The adversaryA3 uses the response fromA together with

the blind key bk𝑖 that corresponds to A’s target client C𝑖
to derive a forgery for the KB scheme’s challenger.

Thus, we have: |Adv4 − Adv3 | ≤ AdvA3

KB.UF .

Finally, we bound the probability Adv4 that𝐺4 outputs 1. Given an

adversaryA against game𝐺4, we then construct the adversaryA4

against the one-more unforgeability game of the blind signature.

• In the setup phase ofA, the adversaryA4 follows the description

of the unforgeability game.

• On receiving C𝑖∗pk from A, A4 forwards it to the challenger. A4

gets access to the oracle BS.PreSig.
• A4 follows the description on each query ofA to the first oracle

(the query for a token challenge). Briefly, in order to answer each

query of A, A4 makes a query to the BS.PreSig oracle
• A4 uses the output of A as its output.

A4 wins whenever A wins, and we have: Adv4 ≤ AdvA4

BS.OMUF .

□
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Client Privacy.

Theorem 5.3. For all _, for any polynomial time algorithm A,
the following holds:

AdvACP ≤ 4𝑛C · AdvA1

KBlind + Adv
A2

Blind .

Proof. We show the statement via a sequence of games.

Game 𝐺0: This is the real client privacy game in Figure 9. By

definition, we have Adv0 = AdvACP .

Game 𝐺1: This game is like 𝐺0, but we replace the blinded public

key and the key-blind signature of client 𝑖𝑏 with a random

key and its corresponding signature. We will show that𝐺1 is

indistinguishable from𝐺0 except for an adversaryA1 break-

ing the key blinding game of the signature. Assuming that a

PPT adversaryA can tell apart𝐺0 and𝐺1, we constructA1

as follows.

• A1 receives from the challenger a key pair (sk∗, pk∗) and
another public key pk𝛽 , where 𝛽 is a random bit, pk

0
←

KB.PKBlind(pk, bk) and (sk1, pk1) ← KB.KGen(1_).
• It randomizes 𝑖∗

$← [𝑛C], sets
(
C𝑖∗sk, C

𝑖∗
pk

)
← (sk∗, pk∗)

and generates 𝑛C − 1 client key pairs to construct the list

of 𝑛C client public keys for A.

• After receiving the issuer and origin public keys from A,

A1 perfectly follows the description of game𝐺0 on each

query of A to the FwdRq, FwdIss oracles.
• A1 receives a target origin and two target client public

keys. The latter are indexed by 𝑖0 and 𝑖1. It then chooses a

random bit 𝑏. If 𝑖𝑏 = 𝑖∗, it continues; otherwise, it aborts.
• On receiving ch0, ch1 fromA,A1 follows the description

of the challenge phase for A except for two changes in

rq𝑏 : 1) It sets pk ← pk𝛽 , and 2) It queries its challenger

for the signature 𝜎 on msg
2
.

Finally, A1 outputs 1 whenever A wins its own game. It is

clear that for each case 𝛽 = 0 and 𝛽 = 1, A1 is simulating

exactly the games 𝐺0 and 𝐺1 for A, respectively. Let Adv1
be the advantage of A in 𝐺1, then we have:

|Adv0 − Adv1 | ≤ 𝑛C · |Pr[0← A1 | 𝛽 = 0] − Pr[1← A1 | 𝛽 = 1] |

≤ 2𝑛C · AdvA1

KBlind,

where AdvA1

KBlind is the advantage of A1 for its own the

key-blinding game.

Game 𝐺2: This game is as 𝐺1 except that the blinded public key

and the key-blind signature of client 𝑖
1−𝑏 are replaced by a

random key and its corresponding signature. With a similar

argument as above, we obtain:

|Adv1 − Adv2 | ≤ 2𝑛C · AdvA1

KBlind .

Now,what is left to be shown is an upper bound for the advantage

of game 𝐺2. The adversary view in game 𝐺2 is independent of C𝑖0pk
and C𝑖1pk, so it is left to link the execution with a challenge-token

pair to win the game. Indeed, we will show that if there exists a

PPT adversary A against 𝐺2, then there exists an adversary A2

against the blindness of the blind signature.

• A2 honestly generates 𝑛C key pairs ({C𝑖pk, C
𝑖
sk}

𝑛C
𝑖=1
) for A. On

receiving O 𝑗pk,Ipk from A, A2 assigns its own blind signature

public key as pk← Opk.
• When receiving ch0, ch1 fromA,A2 assignsmsg

0
← ch0,msg

1
←

ch1.
• It chooses two random key pairs for the key-blind signature used

in the two executions with A. On receiving from the challenger

two blinded messagesmsg′
𝑏
,msg′

1−𝑏 in a random order indicated

by the unknown bit 𝑏, A2 assigns
˜ch𝑘 ← msg′

𝑘
for 𝑘 = 𝑏, 1 − 𝑏.

The requests and ciphertexts are computed as in the protocol and

then concatenated in the corresponding requests r̃q𝑏 , r̃q1−𝑏 .
• After receiving re𝑏 , re1−𝑏 from A, A2 decrypts to obtain pre-

signatures 𝜎′
𝑏
, 𝜎′

1−𝑏 in order to answer its challenger.

• On receiving redeemed tokens from the challenger,A2 forwards

them to A. It outputs what A outputs.

It is clear that A2 wins whenever A wins. Let Adv2 be the ad-

vantage of A in game 𝐺2, then we have: Adv2 ≤ AdvA2

Blind and

Adv0 ≤ Adv1 + Adv2 as a consequence. □

Origin Privacy.

Theorem 5.4. For all _, for any polynomial time algorithm A
with 𝑞 queries to the key derivation function KDF, the following holds:

AdvAOP ≤ AdvKDF,A1

(𝑞,𝑞)-PRF + 2 · (Adv
A3

AEAD + Adv
A2

KEM

+ 𝑛C · 𝑛O · AdvA4

BrKBlind) .

Proof. We show the statement via a sequence of games.

Game 𝐺0: This is the real origin privacy experiment described in

Figure 9. By definition, we have: Adv0 = AdvAOP .

Game 𝐺1: This game is like 𝐺0 but aborts when the adversary A
queries the KDFwith the valid pair (𝑠, salt). As the key of the
KDF is sampled uniformly from {0, 1}_ while salt is publicly
transmitted, we have: |Adv1 − Adv0 | ≤ AdvKDF,A1

(𝑞,𝑞)-PRF .

Game𝐺2: This game is like𝐺1, but we replace (𝐾𝑏 ,O
𝑗𝑏
pk, ch𝑏 , pk𝑏 )

with a random triplet (𝐾∗,O∗pk, ch
∗, pk∗). We will show that

𝐺2 is indistinguishable from 𝐺1 except for an adversary A2

breaking the IND-CCA experiment of the KEM scheme re-

lated to Ipk. Let A be an algorithm distinguishing between

games 𝐺2 and 𝐺1. We then construct the adversary A2 that

usesA as a subprotocol. The algorithmA2 first receives two

challenge-origin pairs {ch𝑖 ,O𝑖sk} from A. Upon receiving

the challenge-origin pairs, A2 randomly generates a key

𝐾𝑏 and sends (𝐾𝑏 ,O
𝑗𝑏
pk, ch𝑏 , pk𝑏 ) along with a random tuple

(𝐾∗,O∗pk, ch
∗, pk∗) to the challenger of the IND-CCA exper-

iment. The challenger then randomly chooses one of the

two received messages, encrypts it with the key Ipk, and
sends back the corresponding ciphertext ct to A2. The al-

gorithm A2 then forwards the received ciphertext ct to A
and outputs the answer of the distinguisher A. It is clear

that A2 breaks the IND-CCA experiment whenever A suc-

cessfully distinguishes between games𝐺2 and𝐺1. Hence, let

Adv2 be the advantage of A in the game 𝐺2, then we have:
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|Adv2 − Adv1 | ≤ AdvA2

KEM .

Game𝐺3: This game is like𝐺2, but we replace (𝐾1−𝑏 ,O
𝑗1−𝑏
pk , ch

1−𝑏 ,

pk
1−𝑏 ) with a random tuple (𝐾∗,O∗pk, ch

∗, pk∗). Let Adv3
be the advantage of A in 𝐺3, using the same arguments as

above we have: |Adv3 − Adv2 | ≤ AdvA2

KEM .

Game 𝐺4: This game is like 𝐺3, but we replace the ciphertext

in the response re𝑏 with the encryption of a random mes-

sage msg. We will show that 𝐺4 is indistinguishable from

𝐺3 except for an adversary A3 breaking the IND-CCA ex-

periment of the AEAD scheme. Let A be an algorithm dis-

tinguishing between games 𝐺4 and 𝐺3. We then construct

an algorithm A3 that uses A as a subprotocol. A3 first re-

ceive two challenge-origin pairs {ch𝑘 ,O
𝑗𝑘
sk } from A. Upon

receiving the challenge-origin pairs,A3 generates the corre-

sponding pre-signature 𝜎′
𝑏
and sends the pre-signature and

the random message msg to the challenger of the IND-CCA
experiment. The challenger then randomly chooses one of

the two received messages and sends back the correspond-

ing ciphertext ct. The algorithm A3 then forwards the re-

ceived ciphertext ct to A and outputs the answer of the

distinguisher A. It is clear that A3 breaks the IND-CCA ex-

periment whenever A successfully distinguishes between

games𝐺4 and𝐺3. Hence, let Adv3 be the advantage ofA in

the game 𝐺3, then we have: |Adv4 − Adv3 | ≤ AdvA3

AEAD .

Game 𝐺5: This game is like 𝐺4, but we replace the ciphertext in

re
1−𝑏 with the encryption of a random message. Similar to

the argument in 𝐺4, we have: |Adv5 − Adv4 | ≤ AdvA3

AEAD .

Game 𝐺6: This game is like 𝐺5, but we replace the index id𝑏
with a random index id. We will show that 𝐺6 is indistin-

guishable from 𝐺5 except for an algorithm A4 breaking the

ExpBrKBlind experiment of the KB scheme. Let A be an

algorithm distinguishing between game𝐺6 and𝐺5. We then

construct the algorithmA4 that usesA as a subprotocol. The

adversary A4 first receives a pair of public keys (pk∗, pk𝑏′ )
with 𝑏′ ∈ {0, 1} from the challenger in the ExpBrKBlind

experiment where pk
0
← KB.PKBlind(pk∗, bk∗), pk

1

$←
KB.KGen(1_) and 𝑏 is a random bit. Upon receiving the

challenge, the algorithm A4 randomly chooses one posi-

tion 𝑗𝑏
$← [𝑛O] and generates a pair of public and se-

cret keys (O 𝑗𝑏pk,O
𝑗𝑏
sk ) while honestly generating the triplet

{O 𝑗pk,O
𝑗

sk,O
𝑗

id} for other positions.A4 also randomly chooses

one position 𝑖∗
$← [𝑛C] and embeds pk∗ as the public key

C𝑖∗pk. As a result, this game aborts whenA chooses a different

target client from the client C𝑖∗ . To simulate the view forA,

the adversary A4 then executes as follows:

• For the request oracle Rq , if A makes a query for the

target client 𝑖∗, A4 simulates a ciphertext ct, randomly

generates a blind key bk, computes the blinded public key

pk′ ← KB.PKBlind(pk∗, bk) and makes a query to the

BlSign(bk,msg) oracle in the ExpBrKBlind experiment

where msg := (pk′, ct). A4 honestly executes a request

algorithm RlP.Rq otherwise. We use a similar argument

when the algorithmA4 has to execute a request algorithm

RlP.Rq in the challenge phase.

• For the issue oracle Iss, if A makes a query for the target

origin 𝑗𝑏 and the client 𝑖 with 𝑖 ≠ 𝑖∗, the adversary A4

makes a query to theKBlind(sk) oracle in the ExpBrKBlind
experiment where sk is the secret key of the client C𝑖
together with the blind key bk extracted from the for-

warded request rq′ to derive the session index id while

simulating the corresponding response re for the request.
A4 honestly executes an issue algorithm RlP.Iss other-
wise. When the algorithmA4 executes an issue algorithm

RlP.Rq in the challenge phase, A4 embeds the challenge

of the ExpBrKBlind experiment in the session index id of

the RlP.Iss execution if it corresponds to the origin O 𝑗𝑏
while simulating the response re and honestly executing

the RlP.Iss algorithm otherwise.

Finally, A4 forwards the output of A to the challenger in

ExpBrKBlind. It is clear thatA4 breaks the ExpBrKBlind ex-

periment whenA successfully distinguishes between games

𝐺6 and 𝐺5 with the target origin O 𝑗𝑏 and client C𝑖∗ . There-
fore, with probability

1

𝑛C ·𝑛O , A4 breaks the ExpBrKBlind
experiment. Hence, let Adv6 be the advantage of A in 𝐺6,

then we have: |Adv6 − Adv5 | ≤ 𝑛C · 𝑛O · AdvA4

BrKBlind .

Game 𝐺7: This game is like 𝐺6, but we replace the index id
1−𝑏

with a random index id. Following the same argument as

in game𝐺6, we have: |Adv7 − Adv6 | ≤ 𝑛C ·𝑛O ·AdvA4

BrKBlind .

Now what is left to be shown is an upper bound for the

advantage of game𝐺7. Since we replace all elements that the

challenger sends to the adversary in the ExpOP experiments

with random ones, the adversary should have no additional

advantage in guessing the random bit 𝑏. Therefore, the state-

ment follows.

□

6 DISCUSSION
This section briefly discusses the potential post-quantum instantia-

tion of our generic construction and the security of the instantiation

proposed in the IETF draft [21].

6.1 Post-quantum Instantiation
The RlP scheme proposed in the IETF draft is not post-quantum

secure since it relies on discrete logarithm and RSA-based assump-

tions. A simple way to build a post-quantum secure RlP scheme

would be to instantiate our generic construction with post-quantum

building blocks. We only use collision-resistant properties of the

hash functions and do not require the random oracle heuristic.

Therefore, such an instantiation should work without problems

related to using the quantum random oracle model. Unfortunately,

no post-quantum secure key-blinding signature scheme currently

fulfills our definition; they only support weaker notions [16]. It is
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worth noting that our definitions of indistinguishability are essen-

tial for our RlP construction.We leave constructing such a signature

scheme as an open problem.

Fortunately, all other cryptographic building blocks can be in-

stantiated in the post-quantum setting. In the following, we will

briefly discuss the potential instantiation. NIST has chosen four

quantum-resistant cryptographic algorithms, and CRYSTAL-KYBER

[8] was selected as a key encapsulation mechanism [30] and can be

used as part of our construction. Instantiating the two-move blind

signature can be done with the recently proposed post-quantum

two-round blind signature scheme [1]. Finally, to instantiate the

key derivation function and authenticate encryption schemes, we

can use the standard technique to make symmetric primitives post-

quantum secure by increasing the parameters [23].

It is worth noting that independent of our work, Policharla et al.

proposed a post-quantum instantiation of Privacy Pass [32]. The

idea is to use anonymous credentials as the building block for the to-

ken instead of blind signatures, which, as we noticed previously, are

single-use and single-attribute anonymous credentials. They show

that their construction can also be used to rate-limit users, and thus

they show how to construct a post-quantum rate-limited Privacy

Pass. We want to highlight here that their construction relies on a

tailored anonymous credentials system, inherently different from

our generic construction.

6.2 IETF Draft Security Analysis
Let us define an instantiation of our generic construction of RlP that

is consistent with the IETF draft [21]. First, we use RSA-KEM [34] as

the key encapsulation mechanism. For the blind signature scheme

and key-blinding signature scheme, we pick RSA-BSSA [13] and

Schnorr signature scheme with key-blinding functionality [12]. We

instantiate the Extract and Expand for the key derivation KDF func-
tion usingHMAC [24, 25]. We also use SHA for the implementation

of the hash function H.
Combining theorem 5.2 and theorem 3.5, we derive the unforge-

ability advantage against this instantiation as follows:

AdvAOMUF ≤ AdvH,A1

CR + AdvA2

DL + Adv
A3

RSA-KTI, where the colli-

sion resistance of H immediately follows from the collision resis-

tance of SHA [19]. We omit the term AdvKBlind due to the perfect

blindness of the key-blinding Schnorr signature scheme. We now

proceed with client privacy. From theorem 5.3, the blindness of

the RSA-BSSA blind signature scheme [27], together with theorem

3.5, we have: AdvACP ≤ negl(_). Due to the perfect blindness of

key-blinding Schnorr, the term AdvKBlind disappears for the same

reason. However, this is not the case for the blindness experiment

of the RSA-BSSA blind signature scheme, which only holds statis-

tically. This term vanishes in negl(_). We conclude that the RlP
instantiation proposed in the IETF draft [21] achieves statistical

client privacy.

We will now analyze the origin privacy property, which can be

derived from the composition of theorem 5.4 and theorem 3.5:

AdvAOP ≤Adv
KDF,A1

(𝑞,𝑞)-PRF + 2 · (Adv
AES,A2

CCA

+ AdvA3

RSA + 𝑛C · 𝑛O · Adv
A4

DDH).

WithAdvKDF,A1

(𝑞,𝑞)-PRF ≤ AdvExtract,B1CR +AdvExtract,B2(𝑞,𝑞)-PRF +Adv
Expand,B3
(𝑞,𝑞)-PRF

following from definition 2.2, where the pseudorandom function

property of the Extract and Expand functions is shown in [5, 6].

The collision resistance of Extract immediately follows from the

collision resistance of SHA [19]. Finally, the term AdvAES,A2

CCA , as

per [7], refers to the security of the underlying AEAD scheme used

in the hybrid PKE. We can reduce the tightness of origin privacy

if we relax the definition by providing a signing oracle instead of

providing the adversary with all secret keys. Using the same key

generation technique we used in the one-more unforgeability proof

and the perfect blindness of the key-blinding Schnorr signature, we

can reduce the quadratic loss𝑛C ·𝑛O ·AdvA4

DDH to𝑛O ·AdvA4

DDH. This

would suggest that RlP should be instantiated with a key-blinding

signature scheme that achieves perfect or statistical indistinguisha-

bility.

7 CONCLUSION
We have formalized the syntax and security notions for the rate-

limited Privacy Pass in a comprehensive definition. We also pro-

vided a generic construction on top of the component-dependent

scheme in [21] proposed for IETF Standardization. The following

security analysis requires no random oracle model. We also stress

that the construction achieves strong privacy notions. We showed

client privacy with malicious key generation and full exposure of

client keys. On the other hand, we allow the adversary in the ori-

gin privacy experiment to choose the target client and maliciously

generate the origin key. We do not consider privacy properties for

aborting executions and leave the investigation of these cases as

an exciting scope for future research.

We achieved the security results using two privacy notions for

the key-blinding signature scheme. The notions formalized in our

work never appeared in any previous works. The two definitions

not only help formulate the generic framework for RlP out of the

intuition from [21] but also can be of independent interest.

This work leads to some future research directions. One of the

interesting questions is how to construct the key-blinding building

block to complete the post-quantum RlP instantiation.
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A CONCRETE INSTANTIATIONS
A.1 RSA-KEM
We recall here the RSA inversion hard problem and the description

of RSA-KEM protocol, which is analyzed in [34] and standardized

in the ISO/IEC 18033-2 standard for public-key encryption.

Definition A.1 (RSA Inversion Problem). We recall the RSA prob-

lem from [4].

The algorithm KGen is a key generation algorithm that, on input

security parameter 1
_
, outputs the modulus𝑁 = 𝑝 ·𝑞 for two primes

𝑝 , 𝑞 and two modulo-𝑁 integers 𝑒, 𝑑 such that (𝑒, 𝜙 (𝑁 )) = 1 and

𝑒 · 𝑑 = 1 mod 𝜙 (𝑁 ).
The RSA problem is said to be hard if there exists a negligible

function negl(_) such that for all 1
_
and all PPT adversariesA, the

following holds:

AdvARSA (1
_) ≤ negl(_),

where AdvARSA (1
_) = Pr

[
ExpRSA(1_) = 1

]
and the experiment

ExpRSA is defined in Figure 11.

Definition A.2 (RSA-KEM). The RSA Key Encapsulation Mecha-

nism scheme KEM = (KEM.KGen,KEM.Enc,KEM.Dec) consists of
the following p.p.t. algorithm:

((𝑁, 𝑒), (𝑁,𝑑)) ← KEM.KGen(1_): The key generation algo-

rithm KEM.KGen is the standard RSA key generation. It

outputs public key (𝑁, 𝑒) and secret key (𝑁,𝑑), where 𝑁 is

a RSA modulus of size 1
_
, 𝑒 is relative prime to 𝜙 (𝑁 ) and 𝑑

satisfies 𝑒 · 𝑑 = 1 mod 𝜙 (𝑁 ).
ct ← KEM.Enc(pk): The encapsulation algorithm first parses

pk = (𝑁, 𝑒) and samples 𝑟
$← Z𝑁 . It then computes 𝑦 = 𝑟𝑒

mod 𝑁 and 𝐾 = KDF(𝑟 ) and outputs ct as binary string of

𝑦 and 𝐾 .

𝐾 ← KEM.Dec(sk, ct): The decapsulation algorithm first does an

entry check on the length of ct as a binary string and aborts

if the check fails. It then parses sk = (𝑁,𝑑), reconstruct
the integer 𝑧 out of ct and computes 𝑠 ← 𝑧𝑑 mod 𝑁 , 𝐾 ←
KDF(𝑠). Finally, it outputs 𝐾 .

Theorem A.3. The RSA-KEM protocol is IND-CCA secure. Con-
cretely, given a PPT adversary A against the IND-CCA game, there
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exists another PPT RSA solver B such that

AdvAKEM (1
_) ≤ AdvBRSA (1

_) + 𝑞Dec
2
_
,

where 𝑞Dec is the number of decryption queries.

A.2 RSA-BSSA Scheme
We refer to [13, 27] for the protocol’s full description and security

proofs.

Definition A.4 (One-more RSA Inversion Problem). We recall the

RSA problem, and the known-target inversion (one-more RSA in-

version) problem from [4]. The algorithm KGen is a key generation

algorithm that, on input security parameter 1
_
, outputs the modu-

lus 𝑁 = 𝑝 · 𝑞 for some primes 𝑝 and 𝑞 and two modulo-𝑁 integers

𝑒, 𝑑 such that (𝑒, 𝜙 (𝑁 )) = 1 and 𝑒 · 𝑑 = 1 mod 𝜙 (𝑁 ).
The RSA-KTI problem is said to be hard if there exists a negligible

function negl(_) such that for all _ and all PPT adversaries A, the

following holds:

AdvARSA-KTI (1
_) ≤ negl(_),

where AdvARSA-KTI (1
_) = Pr

[
ERSA-KTI(1_) = 1

]
and the exper-

iment ERSA-KTI is defined in Figure 11.

ExpRSAA (1_)
(𝑁, 𝑒,𝑑 ) ← KGen(1_ )

𝑦
$← Z∗𝑁 ;𝑥 ← A(1_𝑁, 𝑒, 𝑦)

return 𝑦 = 𝑥𝑒 mod 𝑁

RSAInv(𝑏, 𝑧)
𝑄 ← 𝑄 + 1

return 𝑧𝑑 mod 𝑁

ERSA-KTIA (1_)
(𝑁, 𝑒,𝑑 ) ← KGen(1_ )
for 𝑖 = 1 to 𝐿 + 1 do𝑦𝑖 ← Z∗𝑁
𝑄 ← 0

(𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝐿+1 )

← ARSAInv (1_, 𝑁 , 𝑒, 𝑦1, . . . , 𝑦𝐿+1 )

𝑏1 = ∧𝐿+1𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑒𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖 )
𝑏1 = 𝑄 ≤ 𝐿
return 𝑏 = 𝑏1 ∧ 𝑏2

Figure 11: The RSA and one-more RSA inversion problem.

Definition A.5 (RSA-BSSA blind signature). The RSA-BSSA blind

signature schemeBS = (BS.KGen,BS.Blind,BS.PreSig,BS.Ext,BS.Vf)
consists of the following p.p.t. algorithms:

((𝑁, 𝑒), (𝑁,𝑑)) ← BS.KGen(1_): The key generation algorithm

KGen is the standard RSA key generation. It outputs public

key (𝑁, 𝑒) and secret key (𝑁,𝑑), where 𝑁 is a RSA modulus

of size 1
_
, 𝑒 is relative prime to 𝜙 (𝑁 ) and 𝑑 satisfies 𝑒 · 𝑑 = 1

mod 𝜙 (𝑁 ).
(𝑧, 𝑟 ′) ← BS.Blind(pk,msg): The blinding parses pk = (𝑁, 𝑒) and

then computes the corresponding integer of the PSS encod-

ing of msg,𝑚 ← PSS.Encode(msg, _ − 1). Next, it samples

𝑟
$← Z𝑁 , computes 𝑧 ←𝑚 ·𝑟𝑒 mod 𝑁 and outputs a blinded

message 𝑧 in binary string length 1
_
and an auxiliary string

𝑟 ′, where 𝑟 ′ ← 𝑟−1 mod 𝑁 .

𝑠 ← BS.PreSig(sk,msg′): The pre-signing algorithm BS.PreSig
first does an entry check on the length of msg′ as a binary

string, aborts if check fails. Next, it parses sk = (𝑁,𝑑), recon-
struct the integer 𝑧 out of msg′, computes 𝑠 ← 𝑧𝑑 mod 𝑁

and outputs the pre-signature 𝑠 .

𝜎 ← BS.Ext(𝜎′, aux): The extracting algorithm computes the

corresponding integer 𝑠 and 𝑟 ′ from 𝜎′, aux and computes

𝑤 ← 𝑠 · 𝑟 ′. Then it checks if PSS.Vf(pk,msg,𝑤) = 1, it

outputs𝑤 , otherwise it aborts.

{0, 1} ← BS.Vf(pk,msg, 𝜎): The verification algorithm checks if

PSS.Vf(pk,msg, 𝜎) = 1.

Theorem A.6. The RSA-BSSA blind signature achieves correctness,
one-more unforgeability, and blindness under the assumption of one-
more RSA inversion problem. Concretely, we have

AdvABS.OMUF (1
_) ≤ AdvBRSA-KTI (1

_) + negl(_),

AdvABlind (1
_) ≤ negl(_),

where the negligible terms come from the PSS encoding.

A.3 Key Blinding Schnorr Signature Scheme
We recall the discrete logarithm (DL) problem and the decisional

Diffe-Hellman (DDH) problem in Figure 12. The algorithm GGen
is a group-generating algorithm that, on input security parameter

_, outputs the group description (𝑞,G) and its generator 𝑔. We

then provide a concrete proof for the desired properties of the key

blinding Schnorr signature scheme.

Definition A.7 (Discrete Logarithm and Decisional Diffie-Hellman
Problems). The DL problem is said to be hard if there exists a negli-

gible function negl(_) such that for all 1
_
and all PPT adversaries

A, the following holds:

AdvADL (1
_) ≤ negl(_),

where AdvADL (1
_) = Pr

[
DL(1_) = 1

]
and the experiment DL is

defined in Figure 12.

The DDH problem is said to be hard if there exists a negligible

function negl(_) such that for all 1
_
and all PPT adversariesA, the

following holds:

AdvADDH (1
_) ≤ negl(_),

where AdvADDH (1
_) =

�����Pr [DDH(1_) = 1

]
−
1

2

����� and the experi-

ment DDH is defined in Figure 12.

DLA (1_)
(𝑞,G, 𝑔) ← GGen(1_ )

𝑥
$← Z𝑞 ;𝑋 := 𝑔𝑥

𝑦 ← A(𝑞,G, 𝑔,𝑋 )
return 𝑦 = 𝑥

DDHA (1_)
(𝑞,G, 𝑔) ← GGen(1_ )

𝑥, 𝑦
$← Z𝑞 ;𝑋 := 𝑔𝑥 ;𝑌 := 𝑔𝑦

𝑧0 := 𝑥 · 𝑦;𝑧1
$← Z𝑞

𝑏
$← {0, 1};𝑍 := 𝑔𝑧𝑏

𝑏′ ← A(𝑞,G, 𝑔,𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍 )
return 𝑏′ = 𝑏

Figure 12: The DL and DDH problem.
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Theorem A.8. The key blinding Schnorr signature scheme defined
in 3.4 is correct, double key blinding, achieving unforgeability and
indistinguishability.

Proof. We briefly analyze the correctness, double key blinding,

unforgeability, and indistinguishability properties of the key blind-

ing Schnorr signature scheme KB scheme as follows. Let us start

by modeling H as a random oracle.

Correctness: Consider the security parameter _, and (ℎ, 𝑠) ←
KB.KGen(1_) be the original public and secret key (pk, sk).
Let pk′ = ℎ′ = ℎbk be the blinded public key and sk′ = 𝑠′ =
𝑠 ·bk be the blinded secret key corresponding to the blind key
bk. Then, for any signature (𝑐, 𝑧) ← KB.BlSign(sk, bk,msg),
there exists 𝑟 ∈ Z𝑞 such that 𝑧 ≡ 𝑟 − 𝑐 · 𝑠′ mod 𝑞 and

𝑐 = H(pk′, 𝑔𝑟 ,msg). Hence, we have 𝑔𝑟𝑣 = 𝑔𝑧 · (ℎ′)𝑐 = 𝑔𝑟

and 𝑐𝑣 = H(pk′, 𝑔𝑟𝑣 ,msg) = H(pk′, 𝑔𝑟 ,msg) = 𝑐 .
It is clear that the scheme achieves double key blinding since

𝑔 (𝑥1 ·𝑥2 ) ·𝑥
−1
1 = 𝑔𝑥2 .

Unforgeability: LetA be an adversary that breaks the ExpUF ex-
periment of the key blinding Schnorr signature scheme. We

show thatAdvAKB.UF ≤ AdvADL by constructing an adversary

S breaking the DL experiment as follow:

• S first receives the group description (𝑞,G, 𝑔) and the

challenge 𝑋 = 𝑔𝑥 from the DL challenger.

• WhenA makes a query to the oracle BlSign(bk′,msg), S
derives the blinded public key pk′ ← 𝑋 bk′

and simulates

a valid signature (𝑐, 𝑧) corresponds to pk′ forA using the

zero knowledge property and the random oracle H.
• Let the output of A be (pk′, bk,msg, 𝑐1, 𝑧1) with pk′ = ℎ′

and 𝑐1 = H(pk′, 𝑅,msg) where 𝑅 = 𝑔𝑧 · (ℎ′)𝑐 . With non-

negligible probability, A outputs a valid forge. On the

other hand, since we require the corresponding public key

must also be included in the random oracleH, applying the
forking lemma, S can rewind A to the point A queried

H(pk′, 𝑅,msg) and sample a different 𝑐2 instead of 𝑐1 and

then continue running A as usual. In the end, A with

non-negligible probability, outputs another valid forge

(pk′, bk,msg, 𝑐2, 𝑧2). It is clear that ℎ′ = 𝑔𝑥
′
where 𝑥 ′ =

𝑧2 − 𝑧1
𝑐2 − 𝑐1

since 𝑔 (𝑧2−𝑧1 ) =
𝑔𝑟 · (ℎ′)𝑐2
𝑔𝑟 · (ℎ′)𝑐1 = ℎ

′(𝑐2−𝑐1 )
.

• Meanwhile, A also has to provide the blind key bk such
thatKB.Unblind(pk′, bk) = KB.Unblind(ℎ′, bk) = 𝑋 . There-
fore, 𝑥∗ = 𝑥 ′ · (bk)−1 is the answer for DL challenge since

𝑔𝑥
∗
= 𝑔𝑥

′ · (bk)−1 = (ℎ′)bk−1 = 𝑋 .
Indistinguishability: Since the distribution of random public

keys is exactly the distribution of blinded public keys (which

is the groupG excluding the identity element), any adversary

A should have no advantage in distinguishing between these

two distributions. Hence, we conclude that the key blinding

Schnorr signature scheme has perfect indistinguishability.

It is left to show the weak indistinguishability of the key

blinding Schnorr signature scheme. Let A be an adversary

that breaks the ExpBrKBlind experiment of the key blinding

Schnorr signature scheme. We show that AdvABrKBlind ≤
AdvADDH by constructing an adversary S breaking the DDH
experiment as follow:

• S first receives the group description (𝑞,G, 𝑔) and the

challenge triplet (𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍 ) = (𝑔𝑥 , 𝑔𝑦, 𝑔𝑧) from the DDH
challenger.

• S then embeds𝑋 as the public key pk∗ in the ExpBrKBlind
experiment for A.

• WhenA makes a query to the oracle BlSign(bk′,msg), S
derives the blinded public key pk′ ← 𝑋 bk′

and simulates

a valid signature (𝑐, 𝑧) corresponds to pk′ forA using the

zero knowledge property and the random oracle H.
• When A makes a query to the oracle KBlind(sk), S com-

putes pk′ ← 𝑌 sk
and outputs pk′.

• S embeds 𝑍 as the challenge pk𝑏 in the ExpBrKBlind ex-

periment for A.

• It is clear that if 𝑧 = 𝑥 · 𝑦 then the challenge public key

pk𝑏 above is a blinded public key of pk∗ = 𝑋 w.r.t. the

same blind key in the oracle KBlind. Therefore, S breaks

the DDH experiment by forwarding the output of A to

the DDH challenger.

□
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